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ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
As part of The City of Red Deer’s ongoing commitment to understanding,
protecting and improving its environmental performance and public services,
The City has developed this refreshed Environmental Master Plan (emp). Originally
developed in 2011, this updated Environmental Master Plan is designed to provide
The City and the people of Red Deer with a road map to improved environmental
performance. To achieve this, the plan includes clear goals and measurable
environmental targets, as well as suggested actions for The City of Red Deer to
undertake as future implementation, budget scoping, and collaboration occurs.
Red Deer’s Environmental Vision
The Environmental Master Plan is built
around a 25 year vision for Red Deer’s
environmental future that was developed in
collaboration with the people of Red Deer:

Each focus area includes an overarching
goal, as well as related targets. The emp
provides direction on actions for future
consideration that can achieve the
respective focus area goals.

Red Deer actively enhances its rich natural
environment and minimizes its ecological
footprint through City leadership, community
collaboration and active stewardship. Red
Deer is a leading example of a resilient and
sustainable community in which urban and
natural systems are effectively integrated to
the benefit of both.

A Framework for Action
The emp also provides guidance on the varied
roles that The City of Red Deer can play
in implementing the plan. While intended
for use by The City, other community
organizations can use this frame as they
initiate their own environmental actions and
collaborate with other organizations.

EMP Focus Areas
The Environmental Master Plan is designed
to be a living document that The City of
Red Deer can use to guide and monitor
environmental progress. The plan is
organized around six focus areas:

Moving forward, translating the goals into
an implementation framework will keep
the emp relevant and at the forefront. The
framework will continue The City’s strong
legacy of environmental reporting and builds
opportunities for review, reflection and
adjustment.

• Water

• Energy
• Ecology
• Community Design
• Air

In this way, an approach of continual learning
and improvement can accelerate progress
towards the direction set out in this plan.
This framework includes four elements:
Act; Report; Assess; Adjust.
Together, these provide a comprehensive
approach to improving the environmental
well-being of Red Deer for years to come.
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• Waste
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AIR

COMMUNITY DESIGN

ECOLOGY

ENERGY

WASTE

WATER

GOAL: To reduce energy use and move towards
renewable energy sources.

GOAL: To plan and build a well-connected, sustainable community that
contributes to a high quality of life for residents to live, work, move around,
and enjoy recreational and cultural pursuits.

GOAL: To improve the quality of our water
resources and increase water conservation

GOAL: To improve air quality
and reduce emissions

YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
GOAL: To decrease the amount of waste going
to landfill and increase waste diversion.

GOAL: To protect and enhance the terrestrial and aquatic
health of the natural heritage system.

PART ONE: THE FUTURE OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN RED DEER

1.1. AN ENVIRONMENTAL
MASTER PLAN FOR
RED DEER
1.1.1 A
 BOUT THE ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
The original Environmental Master Plan (emp) was accepted by City Council in 2011. Since
then, the emp has served as a guide to improve environmental sustainability in the city by
establishing a vision for the environment of Red Deer, setting goals and providing strategies
to move towards our desired environmental future. This refreshed emp represents the next
step towards that future state. Through a process of review and reflection, an understanding
of successes and challenges over the implementation of the original emp was established.
The process to refresh the emp was not a full revision, re-design or re-write of the plan,
as The City of Red Deer has only begun to work towards the 25-year vision. Rather, the
review was intended to ensure Red Deer remains on an appropriate track of responsible
environmental stewardship and sustainability. The main goal of this review was to maintain
the City’s resolve to achieve a healthy environment, meet the plan’s vision and goals, and
determine how to best maintain momentum in order to ensure Red Deer’s progress.
This plan aims to instill natural environment considerations into the decisions of The City
of Red Deer to ensure that basic needs of citizens are met today while also proactively
addressing emerging issues that can affect the quality of life of citizens.
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The refreshed 2019 Environmental Master Plan, Our Environment, Our Future is founded upon
an extensive research and engagement program to build upon the foundational work that
has taken place since the 2011 endorsement of the plan. Furthermore, the metrics, targets
and actions in the emp align with the United Nations Sustainable Development goals adopted
in 2015.

THE EMP IS
DESIGNED TO:

IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING
FOR THE EMP IS DESIGNED TO:

 Provide a long-term vision and goals
for the environment in Red Deer

 Identify actions that will move Red Deer
towards our environmental vision

 Provide measurable targets to track
environmental progress

 Identify actions that The City of Red Deer
can take in order to become a leader in
environmental stewardship

 Identify metrics to measure
environmental progress

 Establish a process of monitoring,
evaluation and adaptation as the plan
is implemented

 Discuss future implementation,
strategies, roles and required resources

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN

 Identify the roles that The City
of Red Deer plays in ensuring
environmental sustainability

 Identify a process to report on
environmental progress over time
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1.1.2 IMPLEMENTING THE INITIAL
ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
The Plan is a long term planning document that will guide The City in its work. The speed of
implementation will depend on available budget, and current priorities and opportunities.
The Environmental Master Plan establishes a 25-year vision for Red Deer’s environmental
future and focus areas. These components provide the foundation for the Environmental
Master Plan and were crafted through consultation with the community and stakeholder
groups. Achieving the environmental future envisioned by The City and the community
through this process will require action – from The City, the people of Red Deer, and its
various business, educational and industrial communities.
This Environmental Master Plan frames the actions needed to work towards The City’s
environmental vision. For each focus area, measurable targets along with specific actions
are set out to ensure that The City and the community are working together to achieve
the vision.
Since the acceptance of the emp, a number of plans have been developed, providing a much
higher level of detail in policy and program direction than existed prior to 2011. In this
regard, the emp has been extremely successful in translating strategic direction to meaningful
action in many of the Focus Areas. The adjacent diagram identifies existing plans that provide
direction on implementation within the Focus Areas of the emp.
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The diagram does not reflect a typical policy hierarchy (where a statutory document like the
mdp would be illustrated ‘above’ the emp) but rather is intended to illustrate the presence of
plans that provide additional direction and clarity on areas of implementation of the emp.
Part One of the emp provides an update to the direction of this plan. Using the current
vision and goals, metrics and targets have been updated to provide enhanced clarity on the
future of the environment in Red Deer. In addition, implementation roles and approaches
are included in Part One. Part Two builds on the work of previous years and recommends
actions that address areas that require additional activity in order to achieve progress
towards the vision, goals and targets of the emp.

AIR
COMMUNITY
DESIGN

2010 Corporate Greenhouse Gas Inventory (2012)
Greening the Fleet Strategy (2014)
Climate Change Adaptation Plan, Part 1 (2014)

Municipal Development Plan (2008)
River Valley + Tributaries Park Concept Plan (2010)
Neighbourhood Planning & Design Standards (2013)
Downtown Red Deer’s Investment Attraction Plan (2016)
Multimodal Transportation Plan (2017)

WASTE
Waste Management Master Plan (2013)

Red Deer
Environmental Master Plan
2011

Integrated Rain Water Management Plan (2016)
Water Conservation, Efficiency, and Productivity Plan (2016)
Red Deer River and Tributaries Water Quality Study (2017)

Community Energy & Emissions Plan (2017)

ECOLOGY
Urban Forest Management Plan (2018)
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WATER

ENERGY
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1.1.3 PROCESS
The emp refresh was developed using a three-phase process that blended a variety of
research elements with engagement of City staff, community stakeholders and the
general public. The graphic below illustrates the process.

Project Phases

1.1 Startup Workshop

2017 10
11
12
Benchmarking and Audits

1.2 Benchmarking 1.3 Audit Research
Research

2018 01

02

03

Startup
Workshop

2.2 Review 2.3 Assess
Focus Areas Metrics
2.4 Gap 2.5 Summary
Analysis Report

04

05

06

07
08
09
Strategic Review and Draft Plan

Public
Metric
Gap
Engagement Delivery Analysis
Analysis Discussions
Context
Workshop

Key Activities

2.1 Consultation Review
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3.1 Draft
Final Report

11
12
2019 01
02
Develop Refreshed Environmental Master Plan

Design
Sprint

3.2 Revised EMP

03

3.3 EMP Approvals

04

Final
Review

Data Walk
Workshop

Phase 1: Benchmarking and Audits: This phase was intended to review and fully understand
the success and challenges experienced during the first five years of implementing the emp in
order to establish a solid base for moving forward with a plan refresh/update. A number of
approaches were used to gather information during this phase, including:
• emp Annual Reports: Reviewing The City’s annual progress reports
(2011-2017) to understand metrics, action and progress.
• Benchmark Research: Reviewing Red Deer’s environmental performance against
nine selected Alberta municipalities: Lethbridge, Medicine Hat, Leduc, Grande Prairie,
Strathcona County, St. Albert, Fort McMurray, Edmonton and Calgary. These communities
were selected, given the relative population similarities and matching legislative context.
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• Online Surveys: Obtaining City of Red Deer department-specific
feedback on progress around the actions found in the emp.
• Workshops: Insights from key implementers regarding the experience of
working with the emp and ideas for how to improve in the future.

05

06

City
Approvals

Phase 2: Strategic Review and Draft Plan Preparation: This phase was intended to build
upon the work of Phase 1 in order to determine key gaps, major policy shifts, or needed
updates to focus areas, metrics and plan targets. The steps of this phase were:
• Analyze feedback from the public and staff and clarify issues
to be identified in the drafting of the emp refresh.
• Identify key gaps to be addressed in the emp refresh.
• Evaluate the seven Focus Areas and recommend any changes.
• Evaluate the metrics and targets and recommend any changes.
Phase 3: Develop Refreshed Environmental Master Plan: This phase built upon the work of
Phase 1 and 2 in order to develop a plan that most effectively meets the needs of Red Deer
in 2019 and onwards.
The results of this phase are the recommended refreshed Environmental Master Plan.

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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1.2. FUTURE DIRECTION
1.2.1 VISION
Red Deer’s environmental vision statement is:
Red Deer actively enhances its rich natural environment and minimizes its ecological
footprint through City leadership, community collaboration and active stewardship.
Red Deer is a leading example of a resilient and sustainable community in which
urban and natural systems are effectively integrated to the benefit of both.

1.2.2 FOCUS AREAS
The Environmental Master Plan is organized around six focus areas – air, community
design, ecology, energy, waste and water. These focus areas each include a goal
(the desired long-term direction), targets (specific, measurable aims) and metrics
(measures that track environmental progress). Within this section, each focus area
is explained and the subsequent elements are provided.
MEASURING PROGRESS IN THE EMP
As in the original emp, the metrics selected for the Plan shape how Red Deer’s
environmental progress will be measured and reported. Metrics provide a
quantifiable measurement of progress towards a target. The metrics included in
the emp were selected to be effective, clear, relevant, and appropriate in scale.
They were also selected with consideration for what The City of Red Deer is
already measuring or could feasibly/reasonably acquire measurement data for.
Metrics are not meant to tell the entire story but instead reflect a measurement
of the overall quality or condition of one aspect of the environment or share a
measure of the success of an initiative to improve the environment. Within each
focus area two to six metrics have been identified.
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Targets are presented for each of the metrics within the timeline of the emp.
The targets are based on a City of Red Deer baseline (ie where Red Deer is now or
was at the time the emp was initially written), if known. The Plan’s targets have been
carefully selected based on research of industry standards and other municipality’s
experiences, subject matter experts advice, or the wants and needs of the
community of Red Deer. Targets are defined for the life of the plan (to 2035).

FOCUS AREA 1.2.2.1

Goal: To improve the quality of our water resources and increase water conservation.

WATER

Water is vital for all forms of life. Sustaining our water resources includes understanding and
effectively managing issues such as water conservation, water quality protection, watershed
well-being, and storm and surface water management. Managed sustainably, our watershed
river, and municipal water system will support the health of citizens, maintain aquatic and
terrestrial environments, enable a variety of beneficial ecological services, provide community
recreation options and support a robust local economy.
Metric: Potable water consumption
Monitoring potable water consumption of residential and industrial / commercial /
institutional (ici) users.
Targets:
2035: A 30% reduction from 2009 baseline, from the existing 15% reduction target.
Residents: 169 litres per person per day
ICI Users: 95 litres per person per day
Baseline (2009):
Residents: 242 litres per person per day
ICI Users: 135 litres per person per day
Metric: Annual water losses recorded
Monitoring total water losses includes reviewing all unmetered water such as metering
inaccuracies, data handling errors, unmetered City operations as well as water thefts, pipe
leakages and water main breaks.
Targets:
2035: A maximum of 7% of total water use attributed to losses
Baseline (2015):
15% of total water use attributed to losses.
Metric: Water quality of receiving bodies
Monitoring surface water quality in Red Deer.
Targets:

Baseline (2017):
In 2017, Red Deer met the water quality parameters set out in the Red Deer River Watershed
Alliance Blueprint Integrated Watershed Management Plan water quality objectives for the key
water quality parameters.
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2035: Maintain and lower concentrations of water quality parameters, based on the Red Deer River
Watershed Alliance Blueprint Integrated Watershed Management Plan water quality objectives.
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FOCUS AREA 1.2.2.2

WASTE

Goal: To decrease the amount of waste going to landfill and increase waste
diversion opportunities.
Waste refers to any unwanted material, garbage, refuse or other material discarded by a
community. Waste can have a number of environmental impacts, including the release of
greenhouse gases (notably methane) through decomposition, requirements for large tracts
of land occupied by waste facilities such as landfills and the resources required to collect
and process waste. Waste generation is related to a number of factors including economic
activity, community consumption patterns, diversion opportunities and attitudes, and lifestyle
choices. To lessen the environmental impact, prevention or reduction of waste is the top
priority, followed by reuse and recycling of materials as the next best choice with energy
recovery and disposal as the least preferred options.
Metric: Overall waste disposal rate
Measuring the total amount of solid waste disposed per year per capita, excluding waste from
regional customers.

Note: The longest-term target
is 2023 in order to align with
the Waste Management Master
Plan, which runs until 2023.

Targets:
2023: 500 kg / capita
Baseline (2011):
812 kg/capita
Metric: Amount of residential solid waste
Measuring residential garbage in kilograms collected curbside in the city per household per year.

Note: The longest-term target
is 2023 in order to align with
the Waste Management Master
Plan, which runs until 2023.

Targets:
2023: 400 kg / residential curbside program account
Baseline (2009):
641 kg / residential curbside program account
Metric: Waste Diverted
Measuring the percentage of waste diverted from the landfill.
Targets:
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2035: 50% of waste diverted
Baseline (2009):
10% of waste diverted

FOCUS AREA 1.2.2.3

Goal: To reduce energy use and move towards using renewable energy sources.

ENERGY

Energy use is closely tied to economic and population growth. The production of some
kinds of energy can have significant environmental impacts, including increased air pollution
and production of greenhouse gas emissions. Reducing the environmental impact of energy
use can be achieved through energy efficiency efforts, which can occur from the individual
and household level to the city-wide scale. Considering energy sources such as solar, wind,
geothermal and other renewable sources are options to reduce the environmental impact
of energy use.
Metric: Renewable and Alternative Electricity Sources
Percentage of renewable or alternative electricity we can generate to satisfy the average
electricity demand, for both The City of Red Deer and the entire community.
Targets:
2035: 25% each Community and City
Baseline (2010):
0.05% Community; 0.24% City
Metric: Community Energy Use
Measuring total energy use for the community as a whole.
Targets:
2035: Not to exceed a moderate increase to 18,400,000 gigajoules
Baseline (2010):
13,941,000

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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FOCUS AREA 1.2.2.4

ECOLOGY

1. British Ecological Society,
“Ecology is a Science That Matters,”
https://www.britishecologicalsociety.
org/about/what-is-ecology/.
2. Parks Canada Agency, and
Government of Canada. “Ecological
Integrity.” Ecological Integrity - Science
and Conservation. May 02, 2018.
https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/nature/
science/conservation/ie-ei.

Goal: To protect and enhance the terrestrial and aquatic health of the natural
heritage system.
Ecology refers to the the distribution and abundance of organisms, the interaction between
organisms, the interaction between organisms and their environment, and structure and
function of ecosystems.1 Ecosystems have integrity when they have their native components
intact, including: the physical elements, such as water and rocks (abiotic components),
the make-up and number of species and communities in an ecosystem, including diversity
in plants and animals (biodiversity) and the engines that makes ecosystem work; e.g. fire,
flooding, predation (ecosystem processes).2 Through the pattern of urban development that
occurs in a city, the landscape is engineered in ways that impacts the natural systems of the
region, which in turn affects the function of these systems.
Metric: Protected Areas
Monitoring the share of protected areas within Red Deer as a percent of the overall urban area,
including natural areas and constructed natural areas.
Targets:
2035: 14% protected
Baseline (2018):
8.59% protected
Metric: Integrated Pest Management
Monitoring the proportion of City-owned and managed grass areas where non-chemical
integrated pest management measures such as mowing, digging, grazing, and hand-pulling are
used to control weeds.
Targets:
2035: 50% of grass areas
Baseline (2018):
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35% of The City of Red Deer’s grass areas (turf and natural) are currently maintained using
non-chemical integrated pest management.

Metric: Tree Species Suitability
Monitoring the percentage of tree population (on City owned and managed land) suitable for
Red Deer’s urban environment and adapted to regional conditions. (‘Suitable’ is defined as
being a non-invasive, native or nursery cultivated species, which are resilient to local pest and
diseases and successfully adapted to the soil and local climate conditions.)
Targets:
2035: 95% of trees are considered suitable for the area
Baseline (2017):
83% of recorded tree species are currently suitable (deemed good or excellent) for Red Deer
Metric: Tree Species Diversity
Monitoring the percentage of genetically diverse tree population on City owned and
managed property.
Targets:
2035: No single species represents more than 10% of total tree population; no genus more
than 20%; and no family more than 30%
Baseline (2017):
Species: 2 species represent more than 10% of the tree population:
White Spruce 16% and Colorado Blue Spruce 11%
Genus: 1 genus represents more than 20% of the tree population: Picea 27%
Family: 1 family represents more than 30% of the tree population: Pinaceae 35%

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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FOCUS AREA 1.2.2.5

COMMUNITY
DESIGN

Goal: To plan and build a well-connected, sustainable community that contributes to a
quality of life for residents to live, work, move around and enjoy recreational and
cultural pursuits.
A great community starts with great design and development. We know the design and
development of our communities has a significant impact on the health and well-being of the
natural systems of a region. How a city develops can reshape the natural landscape, resulting
in impacts to how water moves, where animals can live and move and the diversity of plants
and animals. Development patterns also influence decisions that citizens make on how to
travel around a city. The combined impacts of individual citizens can then have implications
for air quality, water quality and human health. The design of the city also has implications
for energy use in the city, including residential, commercial and industrial building needs and
transportation requirements.
Metric: Length of bicycle and pedestrian routes
Measuring the length of all bicycle and pedestrian routes per hectare of urban development
(m/ha). Urban development is calculated as the total amount of land within the city that has
an urban-type zoning (and is used – or will imminently be used – for urban uses) plus roads.
Targets:
2035: 148.4 m/ha
Baseline (2018):
125.3 m/ha
Metric: Fuel Consumption
Measuring the total fuel (gas and diesel) consumed annually in the city, based on total sales
from commercial fuel stations.
Targets:
2035: 1069 L / person
Baseline (2009):
1257 L / person
Metric: Emissions from Transportation
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Measuring the emissions attributed to transportation in Red Deer.
Targets:
Maintain emissions levels attributed to transportation modes at or below the 2017 levels,
even with population and economic growth.
Baseline (2017):
3.55 tonnes of emissions per person based on a population of 99,832. In Red Deer, 21% of all
ghg emissions were attributed to transportation modes.

Metric: Transit Ridership
Measuring annual transit trips per capita taken on Red Deer Transit, including regional services.
Targets:
2035: 31 trips/capita
Baseline (2016):
27 trips/capita
Metric: Land Development Footprint
Measuring urban development in metres squared per person. Urban development is
calculated as the total amount of land within the city that has an urban-type zoning (and is
used – or will imminently be used – for urban uses) plus the amount of land dedicated to
roads shared across the current Red Deer population.
Targets:
2035: 563 m² of urban development / person
Baseline (2011):
740.8 m² of urban development / person
Metric: Community Garden Plots
Measuring the number of garden plots as well as the number of reported Red Deer residents
who benefit from garden produce grown.
Targets:
2035: 1029 plots; 4488 residents benefiting from garden produce
Baseline (2017):
466 plots; 1791 residents benefiting from garden produce

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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FOCUS AREA 1.2.2.6

Goal: To improve air quality and reduce emissions.

AIR

Clean air is essential to all forms of life. Generally, clean air is of good quality, has no harmful
pollutants or emissions in it and is safe to breathe. Human activities such as transportation,
generation of electricity and emissions from industrial processes can all contribute to reduced
air quality. Air pollution can have significant negative impacts on human health.
Environmental impacts can include reduced growth and productivity of vegetation as well as
impacts on fish and wildlife. Related to air quality is greenhouse gas emissions (ghg), gases
which absorbs radiation from the sun and traps heat in the atmosphere. To protect local air
quality as well as mitigate climate change, it is important to reduce emissions.
Metric: Air Quality

Did you know air quality level in
Canada is managed based on a
green-yellow-orange-red colour
code, with green being the best?

Measuring ambient concentrations of airborne pollutants as defined by the Canadian Ambient
Air Quality Standards (caaqs) and Alberta Environment and Parks.
Targets:
2035: Maintain clean air as defined by the Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standards (caaqs) by not
exceeding yellow air quality management levels.
Baseline (2009):
PM2.5: Yellow
O3: Yellow
SO2: Green
NO2: Green
Metric: Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Corporate and Community)

Did you know methane gas is a
more harmful greenhouse gas than
carbon dioxide? As both impact
global climate change, reducing
these keeps our air cleaner.

Measuring greenhouse gas emissions in tonnes (co2 equivalent) for The City of Red Deer
as an organization and for the community as a whole. Communities around the world have
adopted targets to reduce ghg emissions, including more than 200 in Canada through their
environmental master plans or as part of the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (fcm)
Partners for Climate Protection program.
Targets:
2035: Corporate: 50% reduction from 2010 baseline
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Community: Not more than a 10% increase from 2010 baseline
Baseline (2010):
Corporate: 151,347 tco2e (top three sources include buildings,
Waste Management Facility, and streetlights)
Community: 1,674,171 tco2e (top three sources include private and commercial
buildings, private and commercial transportation, and solid waste and wastewater)

1.2.3 THE ROLE(S) OF THE CITY OF RED DEER
3. City of Red Deer,
“Social Policy Framework,”
(2015), p. 11.

To paraphrase The City of Red Deer Social Policy Framework (spf), which was approved in
2015, “environmental health and well-being is the result of complex systems, relationships and
interactions, and are not the sole responsibility of local government.”3 While The City of Red
Deer has a vital role to play in the health of the environment of Red Deer, the broader
community, including community organizations, businesses, households and individuals, will all
contribute to realizing the goals of the emp.
With this in mind, this emp defines the levels of responsibilities and roles that The City can
play to support community goals in the context of complex situations where the broader
community has a role to play. The levels of responsibility that The City of Red Deer can play
in environmental issues is illustrated in the image below.
Primary:
The City has a primary
responsibility and,
as a stakeholder,
has a central role.

Shared:
The City is one of a few
or many responsible
stakeholders.

Complementary:
Other stakeholders
share most
responsibility; The City
plays a supporting role.

»» High accountability
»» Strong capacity
»» Significant City role required
to achieve community goal(s)

»» Accountable for some aspects
»» Some capacity
»» Moderate City role required
to achieve community goal(s)

LEGEND
Goal
City of Red Deer
Other stakeholders

»» No formal mandate
»» Limited capacity
»» Small City role required
to achieve community goal(s)

Municipal Levels of Responsibility
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Within these three levels of responsibility, The City can play different roles. A role is a
general function The City can fulfil to help achieve the emp’s community goals. The City can
act in one or more of these roles at a given time and can coordinate roles with others for
increased effect.
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There are eight typical roles The City may perform:
Advocate: Seek to influence decisions and policy through an organized effort.
Educator: Communicate, support and develop knowledge and understanding.
Capacity Builder: Improve the ability of other organizations to deliver and partner on shared goals.
Convener: Draw people and organizations together to explore, strategize and work through
opportunities and challenges.
Coordinator: Support various individuals and organizations to align and coordinate initiatives,
programs, funding, etc.
Funder: Provide funding to other organizations to do their work.
Planner/Regulator: Develop plans, policies and regulations that affect The City and others.
Service Delivery: Provide services directly to our citizens or customers.
While this identification of roles applies to The City of Red Deer, this framework can also
be used by other community organizations as part of their own individual or collaborative
efforts to improve the environmental well-being of Red Deer.

1.2.4 AN APPROACH TO IMPLEMENTATION
In order to build on the success of the initial Environmental Master Plan and the process of
its refresh, an implementation framework will help to continue The City’s strong legacy of
environmental reporting and build opportunities for review, reflection and adjustment in the
coming years. In this way, an approach of continual learning and improvement can accelerate
progress towards the direction set out in this plan. A review and refresh of the emp every five
years is part of keeping the Plan relevant.
There are four elements to this framework: Act; Report; Assess; Adjust.

20
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Act: Although the emp is a long term plan to 2035, it is important along the way to
implement new initiatives, build momentum on the plan and establish lessons learned to
inform future actions..
Report: The City will continue to deliver an annual progress report focusing on highlights,
metrics, and actions. In addition these reports will highlights what actions the community can
take to create positive change in Red Deer.
Assess: As the implementation of the emp progresses, an assessment of successes, challenges,
capacity and timing is an important part of the process. Indeed, part of the process includes
conversations with stakeholders and the community.
Adjust: This aspect of the framework is reflected in two timelines.

Annually, The City will adapt actions and processes to reflect the insights and learning gained
through the Assess phase. Adjustments could include new approaches to an action, new
collaborations or identification of new resources required. Any adaptations should focus on
more effective ways to achieving the measure of success identified for each action in future
implementation documents.
It is recommended that the Environmental Master Plan undergo a refresh or review
approximately every five years. Similar to the process to update the original emp, this review
would reflect on the previous five years of action and the lessons learned as well as evaluate
the performance of plan metrics.
The graphic below illustrates this implementation framework.

Yearly
Modify approach to
actions as needed

AD
J

AC

T

2024
Refresh EMP

T
US

2019 - 2023
Initiate actions

S

ES

S

Yearly
Evaluate activity
to date

O

AS

RT

2019 - 2023
Repeat process every
five years to 2035

RE

P

2019 - 2023
Annually report on
metrics and actions

1.3. SUMMARY

Part Two of the plan outlines examples of key actions to move the community towards the
vision for the environment in Red Deer. Combined, these elements will contribute to the
environmental sustainability of Red Deer today and into the future.
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As Red Deer looks to the future, it is important to recognize that committing to the
sustainability and resilience of the community will have lasting benefits for today’s residents
and those who are to come. Through this Environmental Master Plan, a shared direction
can galvanize efforts by both The City of Red Deer and the broader community. The
collaborative framework to implement this plan provides The City and the community it
serves with an opportunity to become increasingly responsive to emerging realities of the
well-being of our local environment.
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PART TWO: ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN ACTIONS

2.1. TAKING ACTION
To achieve the goals and targets of the emp, an action plan is needed. This portion of the emp
outlines potential actions to move Red Deer forward in realizing its environmental vision.

2.1.1 U
 NDERSTANDING THE ACTIONS
The first portion of this emp provides direction for positive change
to the environment of Red Deer across six focus areas. The second
portion outlines the potential actions for implementation of the emp.
During the development of the refreshed emp, ideas for action were
evaluated based on:
•
•
•
•
•

Achievability
Establishing a foundation for future actions
Addressing current gaps in the emp
Measurability
Contributing to multiple Focus Area goals

Achieving these identified actions takes a purposeful and
collaborative approach. Key outcomes of implementing
the emp include:
• Environmental considerations are incorporated
into City planning and reporting;
• There is an active network of stakeholders and
organizations who support the emp vision;
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• Community partnerships are established to increase
the impact of the emp across Red Deer.

The emp actions fall into two categories:
city organizational initiatives:
»» Those actions that relate to what
The City can do as an organization.

community initiatives:
»» Those actions where if the public and
community joined in, the likelihood of achieving
the emp goals increase. In this area, The City’s
primary role is education and coordination.

The actions identified are:
01. Develop a water reuse action
plan for City facilities
02. Develop water conservation
programs for the community
03. Implement the Integrated
Rainwater Management Plan
04. Develop a Supplier Code of Conduct
for The City of Red Deer
05. Update the Waste Management
Master Plan (wmmp) by 2023
06. Develop a community reuse and
repurpose action plan for Red Deer
07. Develop an Electric and Low
Emissions Vehicle Strategy
08. Develop a Renewable Energy
Strategy for Red Deer
09. Develop a Sustainable Building
Strategy for The City of Red Deer
10. Develop a Biodiversity Strategy

11. Implement Initial Management Period
Actions of Urban Forest Management Plan
12. All City-owned trees have been
inventoried and classified
13. Explore Naturescaping options
with the development community
14. Establish a strategy to expand
land conservation efforts
15. Research a Redevelopment Strategy
16. Develop a Greener Neighbourhood Strategy
17. Develop public transit and active
transportation programs for the community
18. Develop an Urban Agriculture Action Plan
19. Advance Red Deer’s Leadership in addressing
climate change through comprehensive
adaptation and mitigation planning
20. Develop a Clean Air Action
Plan for Red Deer

A more fulsome description of these actions follows in Section 2.1.2

2.1.2 ACTION DESCRIPTIONS
The actions that follow is not an exhaustive list of all possible actions, however,
it provides a strong foundation in moving forward. Each of the identified actions
includes supporting information to enhance the understanding of these initiatives.
Each action contains the following information:
• Action Name: The identified name of the action
• Description: An explanation of the action to be taken
• Why this Action matters: A description of the
supporting rationale for the action
2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN

• Related Focus Area(s): Identification of the focus
area(s) to which the action contributes
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ACTION 1

Develop a water reuse
action plan for City facilities
DESCRIPTION

Complementing the “develop Sustainable Building Policy” action, this action
would focus on exploring development of an approach to reusing water in
City of Red Deer facilities. Efforts could follow an approach such as:
first stage
»» Evaluation of water use in City facilities
»» Review of relevant legislation and regulations
»» Identification of opportunities for water reuse/ past approaches
»» Assessment of feasibility of potential actions
second stage
»» Establishment of resourcing
»» Implementation of feasible, impactful actions
Intended outcome: Increased reuse of water at City facilities.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

This aligns with actions being pursued by the provincial government under
the Greywater Recycling and Reuse in Alberta, 2011 and Water Reuse in Alberta:
Experiences and Impacts on Economic Growth, 2013. These reports identify
the importance of water reuse as being a crucial way of limiting the demand
on freshwater systems and providing alternative uses for wastewater which
would otherwise go unused. Identifying opportunities within City facilities for
water reuse will align the city with provincial framework, reduce the impact on
freshwater systems, and demonstrate environmental leadership by The City.

ACTION 2

Develop water conservation
programs for the community
DESCRIPTION

This action would focus on new initiatives that contribute to the water
conservation goals of The City’s Water Conservation, Efficiency and Productivity
Plan (cep). These efforts would include:
• A review of current programs to evaluate opportunities for improvement
• Development and delivery of new or enhanced programs that help realize
water conservation gains in the residential, institutional, commercial and
industrial sectors, including The City of Red Deer as an organization.
Intended outcome: Decreased water consumption levels in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS

Achieving a reduction in water consumption will lead to environmental and
economic benefit for this vital resource. In order to continue the trend of
decreased water conservation and meet the targets outlined in the emp, new
efforts are required to accelerate change.

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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ACTION 3

Implement the Integrated
Rainwater Management Plan
DESCRIPTION

The objective of this Plan is to identify opportunities to incorporate low impact
development (lid), better land use planning and stormwater best practices
into City projects. Pilot projects will be utilized to set the stage for broader
implementation in the future. Potential lid measures include:
»» Bioswales
»» Rain gardens
»» Constructed wetlands
»» Subsequent monitoring.
Intended outcome: Construction of multiple lid measures and determination
of which stormwater lid measures are best suited for Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

Low impact development (lid) has the potential to protect the natural
environmental, provide opportunities for enhanced aesthetics of urban
communities and potentially reduce the size requirements of stormwater
management facilities. Many lid measures have been shown to improve water
quality and quantity treatment in warmer climates, but this practice has not
been widely implemented in Alberta. These measures aim to mimic the natural
treatment of stormwater rather than the traditional pipe to outlet configuration.
Should the lid measures prove to be successful in Red Deer, stormwater
discharged to our lakes and rivers will be cleaner.

ACTION 4

Develop a Supplier Code of
Conduct for The City of Red Deer
DESCRIPTION

The code of conduct would clarify the expectations of all suppliers in their
environmental behaviours and impacts, as they work with The City, to support
achieving a consistent environmental direction.
Intended outcome: Reduced environmental impact by City suppliers.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS

Ensuring suppliers operate in ways consistent with the emp can ensure improved
environmental performance across a range of focus areas.

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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ACTION 5

Update the Waste Management
Master Plan (wmmp) by 2023
DESCRIPTION

The wmmp is a long term plan with an anticipated update occurring in or around
2023, to ensure the continuation of the great work that has been occurring as a
result of this plan. Elements of an update should include:
• Setting stretch targets reaching to 2035,
aligning with the target timelines of the emp
• Expansion of organics diversion service to multifamily and
Institutional, Commercial and Industrial users
• Alignment with emp direction; consider setting performance targets
in the top 15% performance of emp benchmarked communities.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

Waste is a universal and increasingly complex issue, with jurisdictions in every
corner of the world considering new ways to manage increasing amounts of
waste generation to limit its impacts to human and wildlife health, the local
environment and municipal economic sustainability. Updating the wmmp will
continue Red Deer’s comprehensive approach to waste reduction and diversion
as a key tool for reducing waste in the community.

ACTION 6

Develop a community reuse and
repurpose action plan for Red Deer
DESCRIPTION

Complementing the direction found within the wmmp, this strategy would focus
on enabling the community to decrease waste. The strategy could include:
»» Food waste
»» Textiles
»» Swap meets
»» Issues surrounding the circular economy
Intended outcome: Increased community-based opportunities for waste
reduction through reuse and repurposing.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS

This plan can explore opportunities to reduce waste entering the waste stream,
and promote reuse. By focusing on community efforts, the activities of The City
can be bolstered through increased activity to reduce waste.

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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ACTION 7

Develop an Electric and Low
Emissions Vehicle Strategy
DESCRIPTION

This strategy can address both corporate and community aspects in order to
support the growth and development of low emissions vehicles in Red Deer.
A strategy could include:
• An overview of low emissions vehicle (e.g. electric) trends and best practices
• Opportunities and barriers related to low emissions vehicles in Red Deer
• Corporate and community strategies and actions (infrastructure, programs,
incentives, education) to enhance low emissions vehicle adoption and use
Intended outcome: Increased proportion of vehicles on Red Deer roads are
low emission vehicles.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

As identified in the Community Energy and Emissions Plan, vehicle use is the
second largest emissions producer in Red Deer.4 Changes to the urban structure
of the city and the improvement of non-private vehicle mobility options take
considerable time, which leads to the likelihood of private vehicles being the
primary way of moving around the city for the foreseeable future. Low emission
vehicle technology (e.g. electric vehicles [evs], hybrid vehicles, compressed natural
gas powered vehicles) is constantly improving, but still faces barriers to adoption.
Enhancing the use of these low emission vehicles can contribute to reduced
environmental impacts of transportation in the future.

4. City of Red Deer and Sustainability
Solutions Group. “Red Deer
Community Energy and Emissions
Plan.” September 13, 2017. p. 17.

ACTION 8

Develop a Renewable Energy
Strategy for Red Deer
DESCRIPTION

Complementing the action “Advance Red Deer’s Leadership in addressing
Climate Change through comprehensive adaptation and mitigation planning,”
this strategy would provide direction for transitioning corporate and community
energy supply and use towards increased renewable sources. The strategy
could include:
• Evaluation of the potential of varied renewable energy sources
• Identification of corporate and community strategies and actions to increase
the proportion of renewable energy generated and consumed in Red Deer
Intended outcome: An increase in the renewable energy capacity and use
in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS

The production of renewable energy and related reduction of ghg emissions
complements other emp initiatives that address climate change and greening
neighbourhoods. In addition to emission reductions, taking a proactive approach
to renewable energy can have positive impacts on air quality and economic
development.

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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ACTION 9

Develop a Sustainable Building
Strategy for The City of Red Deer
DESCRIPTION

Initial work on this strategy has been undertaken as a result of the original emp.
Establishing environmentally sensitive standards for City-owned buildings,
including new builds and building retrofits and renovations provides a framework
for future development.
Intended outcome: A clear, consistent approach to guide decisions on
City-owned buildings to positively contribute to the direction of the emp.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

Sustainable buildings have been shown to reduce energy and water use, lower
waste to landfill and improve the health and productivity of building users. This
helps realize environmental benefits through improved building performance and
places The City in a leadership role.

ACTION 10

Develop a Biodiversity Strategy
DESCRIPTION

This strategy would broaden the understanding and scope of biodiversity to
improve the environmental health of Red Deer’s natural systems. This would also
allow for a more comprehensive approach to biodiversity beyond only Cityowned land. Elements could include:
• Research into the state of biodiversity in Red Deer
• Engagement with the public and key stakeholders
for how to improve biodiversity
• Identification of the greatest opportunities to improve biodiversity in the city
• Develop actions to capitalize on the opportunities
identified, including educational campaigns
Intended outcome: Increased biodiversity in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS

A biodiversity strategy is a way of actively enhancing the state of the
environment, through protection of natural spaces, increased species diversity
and protection of wildlife. There is already a strong connection and public pride
regarding Red Deer’s park system and this strategy will build on this strength to
expand thinking and action on biodiversity.

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS
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ACTION 11

Implement Initial Management
Period Actions of Urban
Forest Management Plan
DESCRIPTION

The Urban Forest Master Plan identifies four management periods
for the implementation of the plan. These are:
»» Management Period 1 (2018-2022)
»» Management Period 2 (2023-2027)
»» Management Period 3 (2028-2032)
»» Management Period 4 (2033-2037)
There are a number of actions identified for Management Period 1, which
coincides with the majority of the implementation timeframe of the emp.
Implementation of these actions will work towards the ecology focus area
targets and will set the stage for Management Period 2.
Intended outcome: Knowledge, processes and resources are established to
enhance the urban forest in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

The urban forest provides vital environmental services to maintain a sustainable
community, such as carbon capture, cleaning the air, reducing and cleaning
stormwater that flows to the Red Deer River, and providing wildlife habitat.
It also has valuable economic benefits, such as increasing property values
and reducing energy use. Trees in urban areas also contribute to social and
community wellbeing, and promote healthy active living. The urban forest will
even help the city and its residents mitigate and adapt to climate change.5

5. City of Red Deer and Urban Forest
Innovations Inc. “Urban Forest
Management Plan (2018-2037)
Implementation Strategy.” p.6-7.

ACTION 12

All City-owned trees have
been inventoried and classified
DESCRIPTION

In order to proceed with actions outlined in the Urban Forest Master Plan, a
complete inventory and classification of City-owned trees should be completed.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS

To proceed with many of the Management Period 1 Actions, as identified in the
Urban Forest Master Plan, The City of Red Deer needs a thorough understanding
the status of its urban forest assets.

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

ACTION 13

Explore Naturescaping options
with the development community
DESCRIPTION

This action would explore integrating natural landscaping elements in future
developments. Building upon the work of the Urban Forest Management Plan,
native species of trees, shrubs, and grasses could be considered as standard for
new development. Educational efforts could complement the discussions to
provide the community and development industry with an understanding of
naturescaping benefits.
Intended outcome: Increased native species incorporated in landscaping of
new development.

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

Expanding the prevalence of native species in Red Deer can help reduce invasive
species, contribute to improved biodiversity and ecosystem health and build
connections to the natural heritage of the area. In addition, water demands
would be reduced through planting of native species that can thrive through
naturally occurring precipitation.

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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ACTION 14

Establish a strategy to expand
land conservation efforts
DESCRIPTION

This action is an effort to commit to long term protection of natural lands in
Red Deer. This will be designed to balance greenfield and brownfield
development or redevelopment as an effort to minimize the ecological footprint
of the city. This will help to align with the River Valley and Tributaries Park Space
Concept Plan and community design standards.
Intended outcome: The protection of valuable natural landscapes.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

Proactively planning for land conservation enables the understanding of what
landscapes and natural assets are in need of protection. This provides the
foundation for action to conserve land for natural functions that sustain the
health of the community.

ACTION 15

Research a Redevelopment Strategy
DESCRIPTION

This action would start with engagement and information sharing with the
development industry and the broader community to build momentum and
change towards increased redevelopment activity in the city. This could include:
• Focused engagement with the development industry to understand
the market opportunities and barriers to infill in Red Deer.
• Engagement and research with the community / market to
understand consumer preferences related to infill.
• Education and information on the environmental, lifestyle and cost benefits
of redevelopment. This could include regular reporting on where growth
is occurring in Red Deer, in order to understand and communicate
the ‘share’ of development that is being realized through infill.
• Identify the greatest opportunities for redevelopment in the city.
• Develop actions to capitalize on the opportunities identified.
Intended outcome: Increased redevelopment in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS

Redevelopment decreases the amount of land consumption for urban
development, thus leaving more natural landscapes in tact. Increased populations
living and working in the established footprint of the city promotes active
transportation modes, due to closer proximity of elements of daily life and
reduced travel distances. Redevelopment can occur on existing developed sites
or through the development of underutilized sites that have greater potential
than currently realized.
In addition to environmental benefits, economic benefits can be realized through
reduced need to build and maintain urban infrastructure to the urban fringe.
Socially, providing a greater mix of urban uses in the established footprint of the
city can lead to more vibrant and liveable neighbourhoods.

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS
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ACTION 16

Develop a Greener
Neighbourhood Strategy
DESCRIPTION

This strategy would focus on identifying opportunities for the community to
participate in reducing the environmental impact of their own neighbourhoods.
Elements could include:
• Identify the greatest opportunities for reducing
environmental impact of neighbourhoods.
• Research into areas of potential impact.
• Develop community focused initiatives, such as
incentives and educational campaigns.
• Identify opportunities for improved standards and regulations to
enhance the environmental performance of neighbourhoods.
• Develop voluntary goals on energy efficiency, waste reduction,
water conservation & quality protection and ecological
protection in ways that surpass minimum standards.
Intended outcome: Reduced environmental impact of neighbourhoods
in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

This action would include consideration of both redevelopment and greenfield
situations in Red Deer to address an area that has significant impact on the
environment – our neighbourhoods. This action would take a comprehensive
approach to how elements of neighbourhoods (e.g. buildings, community design,
mobility options) and the choices made by those living in neighbourhoods can be
reexamined to contribute to emp targets.

ACTION 17

Develop public transit
and active transportation
programs for the community
DESCRIPTION

This action would focus on new initiatives and programs that complement
infrastructure and service improvements that are occurring through the
implementation of the Multimodal Transportation Plan. Focusing on transit,
cycling and walking, these efforts would include:
• An exploration of barriers to using transit or active transportation modes
• Development and delivery of new or enhanced programs
that address identified barriers. This could include education
programs, targeted solutions for specific user groups (i.e.
students, seniors), pilot programs and other solutions.
Intended outcome: Increased users of transit, cycling and walking in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS

Transportation accounts for the second highest level of ghg emissions in Red
Deer. There are multi-year plans to build improved infrastructure towards the
Multimodal Transportation Plan, which will improve the appeal of transit, cycling
and walking, but these kinds of changes take time. This action will focus on
programs that can complement the infrastructure work in order to accelerate a
shift to modes of transportation with less environmental impact.

RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

2019 ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
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ACTION 18

Develop an Urban
Agriculture Action Plan
DESCRIPTION

This action plan would establish key steps to expand knowledge and activity
related to urban agriculture. This could include areas such as:
»» Community gardens
»» Urban farming
»» Public agriculture and edible landscaping
»» Urban livestock
»» Home gardens
»» Education and awareness
»» Soil quality
Intended outcome: Increase production, consumption and knowledge of local
food in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

There was significant interest in local food and urban agriculture in the
engagement feedback during the development of this plan, highlighting an
appetite for action in local food. Red Deer has strong agricultural and rural
connections. There is a long history of food production in the region, and this
action will connect this heritage into the city. An urban agricultural action plan
will expand knowledge and capacity in the community, providing guidance for
the expansion of production and consumption of local food. This can reduce
food miles travelled to Red Deer, increase an understanding of the food system,
contribute to local entrepreneurship and build community connections.

ACTION 19

Advance Red Deer’s Leadership
in addressing climate change
through comprehensive adaptation
and mitigation planning
DESCRIPTION

A strong foundation of climate work has been accomplished in the first 5 years
of the emp. This would build on that work to make continued progress. Steps
would include:
• Complete/finalize the Corporate Climate Change Adaptation Plan (2014)
• Launch and complete a community climate change adaptation strategy/plan
• Implement the Community Energy and Emissions Plan as
Red Deer’s Climate change mitigation strategy
• Continue implementation of the Corporate ghg Inventory work
Intended outcomes: Improved climate resilience and reduced contribution to
climate change in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

The 2018 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (ipcc)
highlights that the impacts of climate change are already being observed and that
immediate action is required by actors of all kinds to help mitigate the increase
of global temperature. As impacts are already being observed, adaptation is an
important aspect of how municipalities respond to climate change. By proactively
addressing this far-reaching issue, Red Deer can minimize the negative impacts
and plan for unique opportunities resulting from climate change.
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ACTION 20

Develop a Clean Air
Action Plan for Red Deer
DESCRIPTION

Within the first five years of implementing the emp, air has been a focus area
with limited supporting plans or strategies. This action would address this gap
and approach air quality in a comprehensive way. The Action Plan will need to
establish an appropriate balance between regulation, education, incentives and
advocacy. Aspects of an Action Plan could include:
• Community education and data sharing
• Community idling approach
• Open air burning
• Wood burning
• Impact of vehicles on air quality, including aftermarket
parts modification to vehicles
Intended outcome: Improved air quality in Red Deer.

WHY THIS
ACTION MATTERS
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RELATED
FOCUS AREAS

Taking a focused approach to improving air quality in Red Deer can have positive
impacts on ecosystem health, including soils, vegetation, water and wildlife. Clear
air also will improve the health of residents – particularly those with pre-existing
health challenges, such as respiratory illness.

2.2 MOVING FORWARD
As action on the refreshed emp occurs in the coming years, The City of Red Deer will
continually look to collaborate with the community in order to realize the vision, goals and
targets of this plan. Through the Act-Report-Assess-Adjust framework outlined in Part
One, a continual process of improvement will inform the actions that most improve the
environmental sustainability of Red Deer today and in the future.
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